Infor Fashion for apparel manufacturing

Synchronize demand and supply throughout your
enterprise with Infor Fashion.

A cut above the rest
From tailored suits to t-shirts, from under garments
to outer wear, from work wear to sports uniforms,
whether it’s men’s, women’s, and children’s
clothing, bridge fashions, haute couture, or
something in between, apparel is about style,
color, size, and fit. It is also about raw materials
through to finished goods and the entire value
chain in between.

Simplify your operations and
your supply chain
Infor® Fashion is designed to support singlecompany, single-site organizations to those with
multiple companies and/or multiple sites. The
Infor Fashion suite is localized for 40 countries,
supports over 20 languages, meets the currency
and country-specific requirements of a wide range
of countries, and handles time zones.
Infor Fashion supports all manufacturing and
supply chain models, to ensure cost-effective
processes—from fleece through to finished
goods. Our fashion-specific solution synchronizes
demand and supply throughout your entire
manufacturing process.
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Get apparel-specific
functionality
Whatever raw materials you source and categories
of garments you manufacture, Infor Fashion can be
configured to meet your specific requirements. And
it is flexible, so that it can scale with your business as
you grow. The solution is ideal for handling a wide
product variety, high order volumes, variable order
quantities, and short customer-order lead times. It
incorporates:
• A user-definable matrix that supports customer,
purchase, manufacturing, and distribution orders.
The matrix is made up of definable attributes or
variants such as style, color, waist size, in-seam
length and quality.
• Support for demand planning and forecasting,
including forecast consumption at the style or
style/color level.
• Flexible and automatic generation of SKUs from
style or style/color attributes, for example, to speed
up creation of the underlying product data.
• An integrated planning workbench, to allow you to
simulate plans at an aggregated style or style/color
level, and help you make decisions on resource
capacity, where to produce, and when to produce.

Improve delivery performance
Apparel manufacturing is characterized by stringent
customer demands and complex global supply
chain logistics. Moving more styles and greater
volumes through the value chain with greater speed
to fulfill demand and turn inventory into cash faster
has always been challenging. There is pressure on
manufacturers from retail to comply with delivery
accuracy, quality and quantity requirements while
adhering to socially responsible manufacturing
practices. Infor Fashion encompasses all aspects
of supply chain management, allowing you to:
• Perform tactical and operational planning
across the supply chain.
• Link fabric orders to manufacturing and
customer orders.
• Handle warehouse and inventory management.
• Exchange data with customers and suppliers
via EDI or XML messages.
• Analyze costs and margins and get notification
of exception conditions with operational business
intelligence.
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About Infor.
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000 customers in more than
200 countries and territories improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands.
To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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